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This paper expands on Mondorf and Schneider (2016) who investigate diachronic changes of
the bring causative construction in the Early Modern and Modern English periods – long after
the grammaticalisation of bring from a transport sense to a causative. The construction has
previously (Andersson 1985, Mair 1990a, Mair 1990b) been shown to be largely restricted to
reflexive causees and to uses in the passive as well as to uses in “grammatically or
semantically negative environments” (“negative bias” Mair 1990a), such as in (1).
(1) She couldn't bring herself to believe what she had overheard. (BNC, wridom1)
Mondorf and Schneider’s (2016) diachronic analysis provides a more nuanced picture. On the
one hand, it reveals that 20th century bring has an even more narrow bias, namely towards
modal, negated, reflexive uses (see (1)). On the other hand, they show that these narrow
boundaries are, in fact, merely the (currently) latest stage in the gradual diachronic
development of a dying construction: the prototypical token of the bring causative
construction in the 16th and 17th centuries was non-modal, affirmative, active and nonreflexive, such as (2). Though the construction generally allowed for a more varied range of
causers and causees and was less restricted concerning the kinds of modification it permitted.
(2) […] so soon as we had brought my Parents to consent. (Peter Bellon The Court Secret
1689)
I now place these findings in a larger context by contrasting them with changes in
neighbouring constructions – both bring constructions and other multi-word causatives, such

as get and make. By investigating the nature of the boundaries between constructions at
several stages spaced over the past 500 years and with the help of transitivity parameters
(Hopper and Thompson 1980) such as reflexive, negation, modality, finiteness, kinesis etc. I
aim to determine whether the diachronic development of causative bring reflects a shift in
constructional boundaries – i.e. whether causative bring is being pushed into a niche by
widening constructions – or whether we witness a change in the nature of the boundaries –
i.e. whether causatives ‘specialise’, leading gradual boundaries to become more rigid. Such a
loss of intersective gradience would mean that there is less overlap between constructions
and could thus reduce processing complexity (Bates & MacWhinney 1987).
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